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Bell Cranel is just trying to find his way in the world. Of course, in his case, the "world" is an

enormous dungeon filled with monsters, below a city run by gods and goddesses who have way too

much time on their hands. He's got big dreams but not much more when a roll on the random

encounter table brings him face-to-face with the girl of his dreams--but what does a beginning

adventurer have to offer a brilliant swordswoman? And what if the lonely goddess who sponsors his

solo adventuring gets jealous...?!
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Kunieda is the artist behind the manga adaptation of the hilarious fantasy light novel series, > Fujino

Omori is the author of the hilarious fantasy light novel series, Is it Wrong to Try to Pick Up Girls in a

Dungeon?

Manga or Light Novel. So there is a light novel version and a Manga. I have both versions and like

them equally. I've also been watching the Anime on and off. To clarify things I'm going to include

links to both the Light Novel and the Manga versions in case you want the other version when you

come to the reviews. For some reason you can't easily find the Light Novel version via the search

box. It's there just "hidden."Light

Novel:http://www..com/Wrong-Pick-Girls-Dungeon-Vol-ebook/dp/B00LZYBVJ4/ref=pd_sim_351_1?i

e=UTF8&refRID=0HG8G3QE94QNJ9W9MRPZManga:http://www..com/Wrong-Pick-Girls-Dungeon-



manga-ebook/dp/B00XIDJRVE/ref=sr_1_2?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1434478104&sr=1-2In any

case I first watched an episode on Crunchyroll and then decided to get the light novel (which was

the only version available at the time). I then ended up getting the Manga too since I wanted to

support the creators and I really liked the story, concept, and the artwork.

Great book but cheap printing. I don't know why Yen On is slacking on the printing of the cover.

Every other book series has a nice shinny gloss finish. However this series is a matt finished. It's

like they just skipped the gloss phase in printing to save money yet this book is more expensive

than others. It pics up dirt and finger prints to easily. The cover art could be really beautiful but it just

looks dull and feels weird in your hands.The story is very fun to read. This Light Novel is a spin off

from the main series. It focuses on Aiz and the Loki familia. It follows along the same time frame of

the main series. So everything that was going on with Bell in the first book, this will be told from Aiz's

point of view. Great read but the printing quality is very lacking.

This is a fun little read that I picked up because I am watching the anime. The anime is a pretty

faithful adaptation, taking three episodes for each volume of the light novel, but the light novel fills in

a lot of little gaps that aren't necessary to know to understand the story, but are enjoyable little

tidbits.As for the story, I love the fantasy setting with RPG-like aspects and I love the characters

who are pleasant with interesting quirks

I like it just find it easier to read the Manga but that's just a personal preference.

Love this series

actually watched the anime before reading this. fairly similar, but found combat scenes in the anime

better

I had already watched the anime; but I've started getting into LN's more. Decided to pick this up

since the books generally contain more content. This book really lives off the clichÃƒÂ© of "wanting

to be a hero," but it works really well. They also explain the setting more throughly, which I thought

was actually really interesting and original. I'll definitely be picking up the following volumes.

This was my first light novel read. I'll admit, I was a bit hesitant to pick it up due to having always



been a fan of the images that come with manga, and this book, well... lacking (minus a few insert

images every chapter or so). However, I've completely changed my perspective on light novels

thanks to this book and I can expect to buy the rest of the series in time! Recommended read.
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